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1979 Fishin' Mission Headquarters

TO All Anglers of Record

May 7, 1979

Sixth Annual Fishin' Mission

Well, it's that time again! Opening day is just around the corner
which means the Fishin' Mission is "comin on."-

As usual, the festivities will include scoop in', sunnin', gamblin',
and perhaps some fishin , too!

The dates this year are set (and approved by the Twin Lakes Gaming

Commission) for Friday, June 1, 1979, to Sunday, June 10, 1979, or
any time within those dates you can make it.

The self elected chairmen (Steve Lawing 'and myself) are developing

a plan of action now which will include (maybe) a "6th Annual" T-Shirt

of nominal expense (just in case you lose the shirt off your back in

the Big Town) and other exciting things such as free mini-bike rides,

firecrackers for your hats, and maybe a bottle of Jim Beam which looks
like a trout.

It has been decided that you're all on your own as far as food and

grog are concerned. You can group up if you would like. However-

as an amendment to the Mission Constitution - "Country Clubbing"

defined as "only showing up at the base camp after sleeping in a
motel, taking a hot shower, and having a restaurant breakfas.t," is

grounds for expulsion from this proud and elite group.

Please respond to the following questions as soon as possible so we
can plan for our needs.

REMEMBERTO "THINK TROUT"!

( ) ( ) ,,'But I'll buy a

T-Shirt for $50.00

attend! (, Sorry no can do!
Arrival (ETA)

I will be able to

Extimated Time of

Staying Through

( ) ( ) I can take someone with me!I need a ride! ( ) I am a loner!
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( ) I have equipment I can bring such as:

(examples: tent, store ice chest,

lantern,) rope, axe, chain saw,

mini-bike, dice cups, cards, poker

chips

( ) I don't even know how to bait my hook.

As usual, it will be any exciting trip in 1979 and as a reminder

"All Markers will be called in!" Be prepared! (bring your own TPL-953)

Mail response (Marked PERSONAL)

Sacramento Regional #3525.

See you there. \

\.Jo\\L~V~ \

to Gary Walker, Regional Sales Manager,

Gary Walker

Ex Country C1ubber and Angler Pro Tern


